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Summary  
 

1. The CCC 2023 Progress Report to Parliament was referenced – emphasising 
the importance of Government delivery on these challenges. The NZC 
acknowledged the progress made on all the agreed actions since the first 
meeting.   
 

2. The Council reviewed three sectors: water; retail; and new homes. Their net 
zero roadmaps were assessed, and their barriers were discussed. The 
Council agreed to review five additional sectors ahead of the next 
meeting: manufacturing; concrete & cement; steel; hospitality and waste.  

 
3. The Council reviewed the net zero sector framework guidelines, a 

robust, credible and consistent set of criteria that all business sector roadmaps 
should meet to ensure they can effectively reduce emissions. It was agreed to 
publish it on Gov.UK, to support the development of net zero roadmaps. 

 
4. An action was taken to develop an overview of the common themes, barriers 

and opportunities for the sectors the Council explores. This is to be updated at 
each meeting to help identify actions the Council can take to address the 



cross-cutting barriers between sectors. A final version is to be shared for April 
2024. 

 
5. A workplan for the Council’s finance workstream was shared. The council 

identified the need, within each sector, to prioritise the key issues and key 
technologies that finance solutions are required for.   
 

6. The Council discussed the challenges Small to Medium Sized Enterprises 
(SMEs) face. The lack of understanding of the actions needed remains a key 
barrier to SMEs. The Council agreed to launch the UK business Climate Hub 
in summer 2023 to support this. The importance of effective supply chain 
engagement between large business SMEs was also mentioned. An action 
was taken develop a supply chain engagement framework to address this. 

 


